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Definition: The musical term whole note, or semibreve, is worth four quarter-note beats and takes up an entire measure in 4/ 4 time. A whole note is written in notation as a slightly enlarged, stemless, hollow note-head. Two half notes equal one whole note. More Note Values:▪ whole note | semibreve▪ half note | minim▪ quarter note | crotchet▪ eighth
note | quaver▪ sixteenth note | semiquaver▪ thirty-second note | demisemiquaver Also Known As: semibreve semibreve (It) ronde (Fr) ganze Note (Ger) Reading Piano Music• Note-Lengths in U.K. & U.S. English• Notes of the Piano Keys• Memorize the Grand Staff Notes• Reading Music RestsPiano Chords• Easy Bass Piano Chords• Chord Types &
Symbols• Piano Chord Fingering• Diminished Chords & DissonanceReading Musical Symbols• How to Play Dotted Notes• Accidentals & Double-AccidentalsBeginner Piano Lessons• Comparing Major & Minor• Understanding the Key Signature• Types of Barlines• BPM & Tempo Commands• Left Hand Piano FingeringPiano CareHow to Safely Whiten
Your Piano KeysLearn ivory-safe methods for brightening up your acoustic piano keys, and find out what you can do to prevent keyboard yellowing.When to Tune a PianoFind out when (and how frequently) you should schedule a professional piano tuning to keep your piano healthy and on-pitch.Ideal Piano Temp & Humidity LevelsMaintain sound
quality and piano health by monitoring the temperature, humidity, and natural light in your piano room. Musical Quizzes!▪ Identify the Piano KeysBeginner Quiz: Label and identify the white and black piano keys. Musical Articulation:◦ staccato◦ tie◦ (rfz) rinforzando◦ arpeggiato◦ accentatoVolume Commands & Symbols:◦ (mf) mezzo forte◦ (sfz)
sforzando◦ diminuendo◦ al niente◦ (fp) fortepianoCommon French Musical Terms:◦ à l’aise◦ doucement◦ en ralentissant◦ mi-doux◦ très viteGerman Musical Commands:◦ anschwellend◦ lebhaft◦ geschwind◦ fröhlich◦ schnellRelated Glossaries ■ Italian Music Commands ■ Essential Piano Music Glossary ■ German Musical Terms • Octave Naming &
Pitch Notation'Pitch class' refers to an octave from one C to the next. In pitch notation, the notes C4, D4, and B4 all belong to the same pitch class (in this example the fourth octave).• Finding Middle C on Different Keyboard SizesIt's normal to be confused about the location of middle C, especially on keyboards with fewer than the standard 88 keys.
Use this illustrated guide to find middle C and remember its location.▪ (M.S.) mano sinistra: “left hand”; the passage should be played with the left hand.▪ : to play “majestically”; to perform with grand, dignified expression. Maestoso is often used in the title of a musical composition, as in the first movement of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 21 (Elvira
Madigan), Allegro maestoso.▪ marcato: “marked; to make stand out.” Marcato refers to both a written/verbal command as well as a musical symbol affecting articulation. Indicates that a note or series of notes is to be played with accentuation. See accentato.Marcatissimo is to make notes heavily accented.▪ martellato: (usually seen as a command for
string sections, but has been and can be used to command piano music) to give notes a heavy, hammer-like accent.▪ marziale: “march-like”; see alla marcia.▪ melancolico: “full of melancholy”; to play in a painful, solemn, and mournful manner. We don’t stop taking notes after we graduate: it’s something many of us do in some capacity throughout our
adult lives, too. It may not even be something you really think about—you just do it. But you could probably also do it better, and that’s where we come in. It may be time to get back to the basics and reboot your notes. Here are a few of the best practices.Take solid notes by keeping them simpleOrganization is key with notes, and the more organized
you are the better the chances you’ll actually remember that information. The basic idea of notes is to keep them short, but have enough triggers in the keywords to jumpstart your memory when you look at them again:Stick to keywords and very short sentences.Write out your notes in your own words (not verbatim from a teacher or colleague). One
exception to this is when you hear a good turn of phrase that helps you remember the the note, or if you’re writing out a direct quote.Adjust the note-taking style to fit both your needs and the speakers.Really, you only want to write down what matters. Notes are tricky because you want to keep things simple, and get down only the amount of
information needed to help you recall it later. If you’re not already using one, a text expander can also make the process of typing out notes a lot quicker by letting you instantly type our forms, bibliography info and more.You can also create a system of symbols to organize information quickly. This includes using something like an asterisk to denote
an important task or a question mark to denote an item you want to research later. The idea is to make your notes easy to scan through to find the parts you need to pay more attention to.Once you actually take the notes, you need a system to find what you’re looking for. Tim Ferriss recommends coming up with an indexing system so you can quickly
find what you’re looking for. This could mean hand-numbering pages, and writing out an index at the beginning of a notebook to quickly find notes.He talks about doing this with paper, but digital note taking services like Evernote are great for this as well when you use tags. For simplicity’s sake, we also like Simplenote as a plain text method that
also supports tags. Just make sure you always tag your notes with relevant information like the class, meeting, project, or chapter.Your professor says an awful lot of things during class. You can't possibly write it all down, nor…Read moreFind a note-taking system that works for youYou have a lot of options for different note-taking methods, but none
of them are perfect for everyone. Depending on the circumstance and the type of person you are, you’ll have better luck with certain methods. So, it’s best to try a few.One summary of studies from the WAC Journal points out that structuring notes in a hierarchy (much like an outline) is the most beneficial to students. Since notes in a hierarchy is
basically just an outline, you can use pretty much any piece of writing software out there to keep it all organized. This style keeps things organized, but it’s not always useful in the real world where teachers and colleagues jump around on the topics they’re covering.That’s where non-linear notes, including methods like mind-mapping, the Cornell
System, or Smart Wisdom come in useful. Each of these types of notes are useful for certain people. The Cornell System, which uses a grid, is well-loved and easy to use for lectures, and while it’s usually associated with brainstorming, mind mapping is great for taking notes during meetings. It’s time-consuming, but worthwhile to play around with
different methods to see what works best for you.A lot of these non-linear note-taking methods work great both on paper and digitally. You can print out a set of guidelines for something like the Cornell System, or grab a template to use on your computer. For mind-mapping, you have a ton of options for digital notes. There are also plenty of newer
note-taking apps that you might want to try.If your note-taking skills are suffering from summertime rigor mortis, now's as good a time as any…Read moreDon’t waste your time with outdated techniquesIt has long been recommended that rereading your notes, highlighting them, underlining them, or even summarizing them can help you retain
information. The problem, as shown in a report by Association of Psychological Science, is that most of those methods aren’t worth the time. In fact, as Time reports, they’re mostly ineffective:Highlighting and underlining led the authors’ list of ineffective learning strategies. Although they are common practices, studies show they offer no benefit
beyond simply reading the text. Some research even indicates that highlighting can get in the way of learning; because it draws attention to individual facts, it may hamper the process of making connections and drawing inferences. Nearly as bad is the practice of rereading, a common exercise that is much less effective than some of the better
techniques you can use. Lastly, summarizing, or writing down the main points contained in a text, can be helpful for those who are skilled at it, but again, there are far better ways to spend your study time. Highlighting, underlining, rereading and summarizing were all rated by the authors as being of “low utility.”If you need a specific type of paper
for your notebook, organizer, or even your Hipster PDA, don't…Read moreBetter methods include taking breaks and spreading out your studying (known as distributed practice), and taking practice tests (which isn’t really applicable outside of school). If you’re not a student, then you can probably skip the reading aloud and highlighting tricks you
picked up in your youth. Just keep your notes organized so you can quickly find them when you need to reference them.This story was originally published in 2013 and was updated on 11/18/19 to provide more thorough and current information.
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